
VOICE ANNOUNCER: SAE10

MANUAL

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

SAE10 is a USB voice announcer. It is mainly addressed to the elevator market
but can be used for a wide range of applications because it supports memory
up to 4Gbytes. Power supply is 12Vdc or 24Vdc while the inputs are working
with 12-24Vdc with the ability to choose their common signal. Supports binary
or decimal (parallel) connection, up to 32 stations (lands)while we can have up
to  9  independent  inputs  for  messages  becides  stations.  Supports  priorities
between inputs in order to create different announcing situations. Supported
with its own PC software it becomes an easy, quick and flexible solution for the
implementation of the final result.

            SPECIFICATIONS

 Playback sounds from 
USB flash memory or 
from the external sound 
source.

 Decimal or Binary 
connection, 1-32 stations

 Up to 9 independent 
inputs

 Cabability of controlling the backround sound from one or more inputs 
(light mode)

 Playback with up to 9 different priorities

 Easy implementation through PC software

 Input voltage 12-24Vdc, working with (+) or (-) signals

 Sound indications for the flash memory.

AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS: 12Vdc 



FUNCTION DESCRIPTION OF SAE10

1. INPUT SIGNALS

 INPUT  DESCRIPTION

Inputs working with 12-24Vdc with positive or ground signals.
The first station is announced with only the signal of GONG (G).
Every station is announced if the corresponding signal is on and
the  same  time  there  is  the  gong  signal.  Independent  input
sounds  are  announced  without  the  gong  signal.  We have  the
ability (through the software) to set debounce (filtering the input)
and announcement delay.

During  normal  operation  the  SAE10  plays  back  round  music
which  is  interrupted  to  announce  the  staion  message  and
continues the backround after that.

 CONNECTIONS

IMPORTANT: At the first power up of the device, in order to start station
announcements we must enable an input and the gong input at the same
time.



BINARY DECIMAL (PARALLEL)

Input abilities Lands Input abilities Lands

 ABCDE  

 ABCDE+7 independent 
inputs 

 ABCD+ 1 independent 
input     

 ABCD + 8  independent 
inputs

 ABC  + 2  independent 
inputs

 ABC + 9  independent 
inputs

32

32

16

16

8

8

 Decimal

 Decimal +  1  independent 
inputs

 Decimal +  2  independent 
inputs

 Decimal +  3  independent 
inputs

 Decimal +  4  independent 
inputs

12

11

10

9

8

In all the above combinations we can add
the direction and door messages. In this
case  we  use  the  following  terminal
blocks:

 4  going up→

 5  going down →

 6  door opening→

 7  door closing→

In all the above combinations we can add
the direction and door  messages.  In  this
case we use the following terminal blocks:

 9    going up→

 10  going down→  

 11  door opening→

 12  door closing→



2. SOUND

 Speaker: The speaker connection is like it appears in the photo 
below. We can connect 8 or 16 Ohm speaker and the volume 
adjusts is via trimmer. 

 External sound source: We can connect an external sound source 
(microphone or radio) in order to playback all the time from SAE10
independent from the inputs state. The connection is like it appears
on the photo below and the volume adjusts also via trimmer. 

3.   FLASH

After the insertion of the flash memory on the the SAE10 we
will hear a single sound (beep) for good operation of it. If 
something is wrong and can not be recognized then we will hear 
a double sound (beep-beep). SAE10 is accepts and recognizes 
flash memories which were formatted from its own software.



4. DESCRIPTION OF  SAE10 SOFTWARE 

 SAE10 software is necessary for the formation of the USB flash memories
which  will  be  used  on  it.  It  gives  flexibility  and  abilities  to  the  final
product in a speed effective way.

 Step by Step:

Installation of the software is simple and quick. Double click on the
SAE10_setup file and follow the instructions appeared on the screen. To
install it on your PC it is necessary to have the “.NET Framework” of
Microsoft. It is included in windows XP SP1 & SP2 and Vista. We include
this also in the installation CD. However, if during the installation process
it will ask you for it you can download it from the Microsoft web page:
http://download.microsoft.com/download/6/0/f/  60fc5854-3cb8-4892-
b6db-bd4f42510f28/dotnetfx35.exe

 During installation appears the below screens:

With double click on the program shortcut appears the following screen. This is
the basic  screen of  the program. After  installation we have to register  the
software. In order to do that we choose register from the Help menu.

http://download.microsoft.com/download/6/0/f/60fc5854-3cb8-4892-b6db-bd4f42510f28/dotnetfx35.exe
http://download.microsoft.com/download/6/0/f/60fc5854-3cb8-4892-b6db-bd4f42510f28/dotnetfx35.exe
http://download.microsoft.com/download/6/0/f/


To activate the software please send the serial number of the software
to  ADEM (via  mail:  info@ademtech.gr).  You  will  receive  a  license  number
which must placed in the registration window and choose “Add License” 

 In the main window we can choose if we will Open a curent or Create a
new project.

By clicking on the “new project” we create a sound gaggle with their own
settings which will be saved in the USB flash memory and appears the
below screen.

mailto:info@ademtech.gr


In the name field we give the name of the project we will create and in
the location field we     choose the forder to be saved. 

IMPORTANT: If the operating system is Windows Vista, then avoid
to save projects at the location C:\Program files\.  It is a Vista
characteristic.

From the mode selection we select the inputs functionality (decimal or
binary). If we select Decimal then the SAE10 will recognize inputs with
decimal connection and if select Decimal+4 then it will recognize decimal
with 4 independent inputs. In the second case if we check the “AMEA”
then these four inputs will be the door and direction signals.

After  all  selections we click “OK” and appears the main window of the
station process:



The lines of the stations which appear here is dependent on the selection
of the mode at the creation of the project. The station inputs appears with blue
color and the independent inputs with pink. By double click on one station (i.e.
station1) appears the station process window. 

Here we have the ability to:

 name the station, i.e. 1st floor

 select the sound file to be announced when this input is enabled.

 set the debounce (input time filter) 

 set the delay of announcement

 declare if we need to repeat of this station

 set the priority of the station

 playback the sound we select 

 select the light mode for this input (light mode means that this input will
control  the  backround playback.  When this  input  is  enabled then the
backround will play and if this input is disabled then the backround stops
playing after the time duration we set)

IMPORTANT: Priority defines the way of input's playback related to the other
inputs. If an input with priority 9 enabled during playback of an input with
priority 8, then stops the input with priority 8, plays the   input with priority 9
and continues the input with priority 8 from the point it stopped. 

Default priority for stations is 9 and for the backround is 1 

In the station process window appears the input terminal blocks and  the
combination  of  them  corresponding  to  the  specific  input.  With  blue  color
appears the common signal of the inputs and with red color the terminal blocks
need for this input to play. We choose “save” to save the settings of this input.
In the same way we set the rest of the inputs.

In the main window there is the “backround sound” tab. In this tab we can
select the music which will playback at the backround sound. The selection of
sounds is exactly the same with the station's one.



In the main window also there is the button “settings”, by clicking on it
appears the below screen.

In this step we can set: 

 the volume of the stations 

 the volume of the backround sound

 the total duration of the backround

 the time which will be between statin announcement and continuing the
backround

 if after the duration time the backround will stop immediately or waits to
finish the current song  (Backround: wait to finish the song)

 if there will be an input with light mode (Backround  depends  on  Input
state)

important notices for backround:

 To enable backround sound we must check the box “Backround music”
otherwise the backround will be disabled.

 The size of the music can be equal to the flash memory's capacity

 The files must be in .wav, .mp3 format. 



After we completed all  the setting of the project  we click on the save
button and in this  way we save the project  on the location we set at  the
beginning. Caution this step is very important!

In order to download the project to the flash memory we click on the
Download button and appears the window to select the location of the flash.
After selection we click on the “OK” button and starts the download.

During downloading appears the below window:

IMPORTANT: The USB flash must  be in FAT32 format. Software
will automatically recognizes that and informs us if it is or not FAT32.
If it is not in FAT32 format then, in order to make it with this format,



we make  right  click  on  the  flash,  (i.e.  E:/KINGSTONE)  we  choose
format and select FAT32. This process lasts a few seconds.

There is the ability to make copy of our projects in order to avoid the
major work in a future project with few changes. 

Selecting  the  “Save  project  as”  from  the  Project  menu  appears  the
window to select the folder in which will save the project. If we need to edit
this project we have to open it again and make the changes we need to. 

Updates:

The software gives us the ability to update from the main screen. We
need to have an internet connection.  In order to check for updates we select
UpDate from the Help menu.

Appears the below window.

In this window we can see the available updates. We choose the last one
and click to the “UpDate” button.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power supply 12Vdc or 24Vdc/ 500mA

Typical current 
consumption

100mA 

Max current consumption 350m A

Input function 12-24V dc, Decimal or binary

Indications Sound indications for the proper function of the USB 
flash memory

Controls Station volume, external sound source volume

USB flash memory 
capacity

Up to  4Gbyte

Dimensions 90Χ87,6 mm

DIMENSIONS
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